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Live Longer Cookbook
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I bought this book through the mail and it is awesome! My friends keep borrowing it and it's always
somewhere else. Some of my friends would BUY this book if it were available. AND I would give this
cookbook for a gift IF it were available. The Live Longer cookbook has great pictures and easy to
follow recipes and every one that I have used has been delicious. I sure do hope that it is reprinted
sometime soon.

This is an excellent source of information. It is sound advice that should be included on every
person's "will read this book list". If you follow the advice and the recipies not only will you be
healthier but your friends and family will be delighted with the delicious food you'll prepare. Show all
of these letters to the publisher and get them to print more copies. This is truly a winner in the jungle
of the so-called nutritional,healthy ,lose weight barage of nonsense that the best seller list calls "the
latest and greatest". This book is a sleeping giant!

I stumbled on this book at our local library, and was very disappointed that it is not currently
available. I have made about 10 of the recipes from the book, and each one of them was a "winner"

with my husband and two children. I will keep checking (and hoping) to see if this book is re-printed,
so I can own a copy of it myself.

It must have been 15 or so years ago that my father gave me this cookbook as a gift. I was in
college. Now, I have my own family and I refer to this cookbook more than any of the many others I
have. Not only does it have simple, healthy, tasty recipes, it has taught me a lot of cooking basics,
making me a more skilled cook. At this point, chunks of pages are falling out and I'm starting to
panic since it is out of print. If there is any cookbook I would pass on to my children it would be this
one. The recipes are also easily adaptable to your own tastes. One of my favorites is the cheesy
enchilada recipe, a meatless main dish that I have adapted. It is my favorite meal to eat out of
everything in my repertoire. I love this book.

This book was purchased for a friend who must watch her fat intake. Most recipes in this cookbook
fit her requirements. The recipes appear fairly quick and easy without requiring a trip to ethnic
grocers or buying via an order. Most are accompanied by a clear, beautiful photograph. I think I'd
like a copy for myself.

I hope this book gets reprinted because I know a lot of people who are looking for just such a
well-done collection.

A friend of mine let me borrow his book and my wife and I like the recipes so much, we hated to give
it back, so I looked for it and found it on . If you want to eat great, healthy meals, then this is the
book for you.

Just yesterday, we made the tabbouleh and yellow pepper recipe. Fresh and delicious! The split
pea cauliflower soup with it's interesting seasonings make it scrumptious!Years ago, I took a $10
chance when buying this cookbook as a remainder. It turned out to be a teriffic investment as this is
one of my all time favorite cookbooks. Carnivore or vegetarian, Weight Watcher Points Plus or
hearty eater, international flair or eating local: This cookbook has something for everyone.The
format is perfect, too: Easy to follow recipes with nutritional information and wonderful photos to
stimulate your appetite and creativity.This is my go-to cookbook. I just wish that Reader's Digest
would reprint it.
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